
QiVi
collaborative seating
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IM#: 13-0005571  |  QIVI (WASABI), MEDIA:SCAPE (MAPLE), FLEXFRAME (MAPLE)

OPTIMIZED  
COMFORT,  
ENHANCED 
COLLABORATION

People don’t just sit in meetings. They interact, 

brainstorm and create. QiVi, an intelligently designed 

collaborative chair, encourages movement, supports 

multiple postures and provides comfort for extended 

periods of time—fostering collaboration in a variety  

of settings. 
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IM#: 13-0005568  |  QIVI (BLUE JAY), MEDIA:SCAPE (MAPLE), FLEXFRAME (MAPLE)

COMFORTABLE 
COLLABORATION

Collaboration is increasingly common in the workplace today.  

Based on three key observations and insights, QiVi was designed  

to increase comfort during collaboration so workers can focus  

on the task at hand.

Observation: Collaboration takes time.

Insight: Chairs should promote movement and be comfortable 

for long periods of time.

Observation: People don’t adjust their chairs while collaborating.

Insight: Adjustments should be automatic and intuitive.

Observation: People change postures when collaborating.

Insight: Chairs should support multiple postures.

OBSERVATIONS 

AND INSIGHTS

PIVOTING BACKREST

Pivoting backrest naturally 

adjusts as the body moves.

GLIDING SEAT

Gliding seat naturally  

moves forward and back 

with the user, encouraging 

posture shift. 

AUTOMATIC ADJUSTMENT, 
MAXIMIZED PERFORMANCE

QiVi is designed with a pivoting backrest and gliding seat that allow automatic 

adjustments in posture or position, keeping workers focused and maximizing 

performance during collaboration. 

IM#: 13-0005572
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DESIGN AWARDS

Designed by the Steelcase Design Studio in collaboration with Stefan 

Brodbeck (brodbeck design Germany).

2012

North America – Spark Design Award

2010

Germany – iF Design Award

Germany – Red Dot Award 2010 

Japan – Good Design® Award

North America – Good Design® Award

SURFACE MATERIALS

Colors are representative and may vary slightly from actual material.

For further options, visit us online.

5-star base

5-star base

sled base

5-star base,
armless

5-star base,
armless

STATEMENT OF LINE

SUSTAINABILITY

Backrest
(shown in brochure)

Shell  
(backrest, seat shell, arm caps)

  Black

 Platinum

 Arctic White

Black

Platinum Metallic

Arctic White

Polished Aluminum (5-star base)

Polished Chrome (sled base)

Base

Tangerine

Wasabi

Licorice 

Graphite

Blue Jay

DIMENSIONS

 5-star base Sled base

Seat depth 18.5" 18.5"

Seat width 18.5" 18.5"

Seat height  17.5" to 22" 18.5"

Back height from seat 16.5" 16.5"

Width between arms 20" 20"

Arm height from seat 8.5" 8.5"

Seat glide range 1" 1"

Stool height 38.75” to 46.5” 

Stool height from floor 22” to 30.25” 

VERSATILE, MOBILE

QiVi is optimal for working in small or large groups. Its automatic 

adjustments and ease of mobility help keep meetings productive— 

whether in adaptable training rooms, impromptu tasking areas,  

traditional meeting rooms or project rooms. Highly versatile, QiVi  

offers comfort and flexibility to meet the needs of workspaces  

today and tomorrow. 

IM#: 13-0005567 IM#: 13-0005573

By rethinking our business systems and designing our products 

to avoid negative impacts on humans and the environment, we 

contribute to a sustainable future for the planet and its people.  

We commit to advance our practices through continuous learning  

and building partnerships with our customers, business partners  

and environmental thought leaders to optimize our performance  

and contribute to the science and practice of sustainability.

TO FIND OUT MORE, VISIT

STEELCASE.COM/SUSTAINABILITY

PEOPLE. PLANET. PROFIT.

IM#: 13-0005570 IM#: 14-0000518

QIVI SEAT 

QIVI STOOL 



Call 800.333.9939 or visit steelcase.com
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